A uniform mechanism correlating dangling-end stabilization and stacking geometry.
The geometry of the dangling base in 105 published structures (from X-ray/NMR) containing single-stranded overhangs has been analyzed and correlated to the thermodynamic stabilization found (UV) for the corresponding dangling base/closing basepair combination in short oligonucleotides. The study considers most combinations of closing basepairs, sequence and dangling base residue type, attached in both the 3'- and 5'-ends of both DNA and RNA. Linear regression analysis showed a straightforward correlation (R = 0.873) between the degree of screening for the hydrogen bonds of the closing basepair provided by the dangling base and the resulting thermodynamic stabilization in both DNA and RNA series with dangling ends either at the 3'- or at the 5'-terminus. Regression analysis of only the datasets from RNA gives an improved correlation, R = 0.934, showing that dangling ends on RNA are more ordered than the dangling ends on DNA, R = 0.376. This study highlights the gain in the free energy of stabilization owing to the favorable stacking between the dangling nucleobase and the neighboring basepair and the resulting strengthening of the hydrogen bond of the closing basepair. By acting as a hydrophobic cap on the terminal of the DNA or RNA duplex, the dangling-end residue restricts the bulk water access to the terminal basepair, thereby providing it with a microenvironment devoid of water, which consequently enhances its thermodynamic stability, making it energetically comparable to the corresponding internal basepair. Thus, one single structural model consisting of the interplay of the above electrostatic interactions can be used to explain the molecular basis of the observed thermodynamic effects for dangling-end attachment to the 3'- and 5'-ends of both DNA and RNA duplexes, which is a key step toward accurate dangling-end effect prediction.